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QUESTION 1

You are configuring service accounts for an application that spans multiple projects. Virtual machines (VMs) running in
the web-applications project need access to BigQuery datasets in crm-databases-proj. You want to follow Google-
recommended practices to give access to the service account in the web-applications project. What should you do? 

A. Give "project owner" for web-applications appropriate roles to crm-databases- proj 

B. Give "project owner" role to crm-databases-proj and the web-applications project. 

C. Give "project owner" role to crm-databases-proj and bigquery.dataViewer role to web-applications. 

D. Give bigquery.dataViewer role to crm-databases-proj and appropriate roles to web-applications. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://cloud.google.com/blog/products/gcp/best-practices-for-working-with-google-cloud-audit-logging 

 

QUESTION 2

Your boss has asked you to set up the CFO as a user inside Google Cloud. Before walking away, she said, "And
obviously you know which role to assign him." Which role was she likely talking about, and why is it obvious? (Select
one role and one reason) 

A. Reason: This role will ensure the CFO has full access to the project. 

B. Role: Billing Account Viewer 

C. Reason: This role will ensure the CFO has access to view the spending data; 

D. Role: Project Owner 

E. Role: Billing Account Admin 

F. Reason:: This role will ensure the CFO can perform any billing task that they may need. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 3

You are building an application that processes data files uploaded from thousands of suppliers. Your primary goals for
the application are data security and the expiration of aged data. You need to design the application to: 

1.

 Restrict access so that suppliers can access only their own data. 

2.

 Give suppliers write access to data only for 30 minutes. 
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3.

 Delete data that is over 45 days old. 

You have a very short development cycle, and you need to make sure that the application requires minimal
maintenance. Which two strategies should you use? (Choose two.) 

A. Build a lifecycle policy to delete Cloud Storage objects after 45 days. 

B. Use signed URLs to allow suppliers limited time access to store their objects. 

C. Set up an SFTP server for your application, and create a separate user for each supplier. 

D. Build a Cloud function that triggers a timer of 45 days to delete objects that have expired. 

E. Develop a script that loops through all Cloud Storage buckets and deletes any buckets that are older than 45 days. 

Correct Answer: AB 

(A)

 Object Lifecycle Management Delete The Delete action deletes an object when the object meets all conditions specified
in the lifecycle rule. 

In buckets with Object Versioning enabled, deleting the live version of an object causes it to become a noncurrent
version, while deleting a noncurrent version deletes that version permanently.
https://cloud.google.com/storage/docs/lifecycle#delete 

(B)

 Signed URLs This page provides an overview of signed URLs, which you use to give time-limited resource access to
anyone in possession of the URL, regardless of whether they have a Google account 

https://cloud.google.com/storage/docs/access-control/signed-urls 

 

QUESTION 4

You\\'re about to deploy your team\\'s App Engine application. They\\'re using the Go runtime with a Standard
Environment. Which command should you use to deploy the application? 

A. gcloud app deploy app.yaml 

B. gcloud app-engine apply app.yaml 

C. gcloud app apply app.yaml 

D. gcloud app-engine deploy app.yaml 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

You want to set up a Google Kubernetes Engine cluster. Verifiable node identity and integrity are required for the
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cluster, and nodes cannot be accessed from the internet. You want to reduce the operational cost of managing your
cluster, and you want to follow Google-recommended practices. What should you do? 

A. Deploy a private autopilot cluster. 

B. Deploy a public autopilot cluster. 

C. Deploy a standard public cluster and enable shielded nodes. 

D. Deploy a standard private cluster and enable shielded nodes. 

Correct Answer: A 

https://cloud.google.com/kubernetes-engine/docs/how-to/shielded-gke-nodes 

"For GKE Autopilot clusters, the Shielded GKE Nodes feature is enabled by default and cannot be overridden" 
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